
NOTES-BRITISH ISLES

Bray Head and Minor Crags around Dublin JOss Lynam and Liam Convery (FMCI, 1978,
pp 81, cover photo, maps and diagrams). A FMCI climbing guide in paperback with a plastic
sleeve cover describing I1 locations near Dublin and lO the S in Wicklow. Traditional
adjectival gradings are used.

Malinbeg and Other Sea Cliffs Jim Leonard (FM Cl, 1979, pp 45, cover pholOs, maps and
diagrams). Another FMCI guide in similar format to the above describing sea-cliff climbs in
SW Donegal.

Burren Seacliff Tom Ryan (FMCI 1978, pp 32, cover photo, maps and diagrams). A further
FMCI guide to some sea cliffs in NW Clare.

Climbers' Guide to the Caimgorms Area Volume TVN G. S. Strange and D. S. Dinwoodie
(Scottish Mountaineering Club, 197 ,pp 171, 15 diagrams). This guide cover Lochnagar and
Creag an Dubh Loch; it describes both rock-climbs (9 step adjectival gradings) and
winter-climb (existing 5-grade sy tern). In addition lo the 2 major climbing grounds, some
outlying cliffs are given brief mention, ie Broad Cairn Bluffs, Craig Gowal and 3 locations in
·G len CaIlater.

Climbers' Guide to Beo Nevis J. R. Marshall (Scottish Mountaineering Club, 1979, pp 256,
15 illustrations.) This is an edition of this guide (which originally appeared in 1969)
containing a 26-page supplement whose aim is to up-date the guide, pending a more
comprehensive review. The guide omits information on Poldubh and nearby crags which have
become major climbing areas since the first edition was published; the scale of activity has
been such that the author feels that a separate guide to Glen evis is needed (see below). The
supplement largely deals with the new ice-climbs done in the major ice gullies of Ben Nevis as
the result mainly of the advem of new equipment and front pointing techniques in recent
ears.

Rock Climbs-Isle of Man G. Ganrell (Cicerone Press, pp 50, map, diagram and photos,
50p).

South-West Climbs Pat Littlejohn (Diadem Books, £5.50>'

Rock Climbs in Lancashire and the Nonh West-$upplement Les Ainsworth, Dave
Cronshaw and AI Evans (Cicerone Press, £2.50).

Tremadog and the Moe1wyns Mike Mortimer (Climbers' Club, £3.75).

Froggatl Area Dave Gregory (BMC, £3.25).

Devon Rock Climbs Bob Moulton (Cordee, £2.50).

Rock (:Hmbs in Glen Nevis-Poldubh and other Crags Klaus Schwartz (Nevis-print, £2.15).

Equipment and Technique 1979
Tom Conoor

Friends We mentioned last year (A] 84 245) the new rock climbing protection device known
as 'Friend " which were invented by Ray Jardine. These have caught on fairly quickly and as is
usually the ca e when an entirely new type of protection is introduced into climbing, have
excited some controversy. Mountain 69 36 records an interview between Jardine and Alec
Sharp and follows this up on p 42 with an article by Eric Perlman on the history, construction
and use of Friends. Jardine was a former systems analyst for the Martin Marietta Corporation,
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a rnajor US aerospace and weapons system company, and approached the problem of
developing an entirely new type of protection on rock-climbs from a rigorous scientific
viewpoint. He was already climbing to a very high standard at the time and felt that there were
ronsiderable shortcomings attached to the use of conventional hardware.

He was looking for a device with a high strength-to-weight ratio, quick one-hand
placement and removal capability and coverage for maximum variation of crack width and
size. Eventually, after many initial failures and several early prototypes, the current version of
Friends was produced. They are COnStructed of a lightweight aluminium alloy originally
developed for aerospace applications and have 4 cam-shaped lobes which engage the crack
surface, various widths and shapes of crack being accommodated by the different degrees of
opening of the lobes. A special trigger releases the lobes after use. One has been tested to
1700kg (3749Ib) without breaking, and they apparently still provide good protection even if
misused, eg by inadvertent inversion of the cams. Various sizes are available for different
silualions. A possible problem with them is that their versatility and effectiveness can breed
over-confidence-however it is suggested that when used intelligently, they are faster, safer
and more versatile than nuts and pins. They arc being manufactured in the UK (and of course
in the USA) at Wild Country, Town Head Works, Sheffield S30 IRD.

UIAA labels and harness The V/AA Bulletin 83 (August 1979) reproduces the regulations and
instructions which must be complied with if a piece of equipment is to bear the UlAA label.
Full detail is given for ropes, carabiners, ice-axes and harnesses; however the UlAA label is
also regiSlered 101' crampons and helmets. In this connection, Off Belay 46 10 publishes the
results or some lests made on a variety of harnesses by Barry Nelson of Geneva Spur Ltd. He
notes that sil harnesses in general allow a climber to achieve a horizontal body position even
when unconscious. Body harness on the other hand seemed to be designed to meet the
UIAA specihcation which requires that a fallen climber be suspended in a vertical position
when unconscious. However, basic first-aid practices suggest that an unconscious victim
should be laid horizontally and that a decreased How of blood to the brain will result if the
victim is suspended vertically. The UIAA specifications thus seem to be at variance with
normal first-aid practice; maybe readers have views on this point, perhaps from first-hand
experience!

Strapless crampons Lowe Alpine Systems are advertising (eg Climbing 56) a strapless
crampon called 'Foorlangs'. To quote: 'Footfangs are the first crampons that stay on securely
without tight straps. No more the nightmare of straps and frozen fingers in the dawn before a
climb. Foorlangs binding clamps on to your boot in seconds, and the absence of constricting
straps means a significant reduction in the risk of frostbite. On the mountain, you'll find
Footfangs the strongest and most rigid crampons ever. On a light mountaineering boot or a
heavy technical boot, the vibration fi'ee Footfangs give you superb support for edging, front
pointing or Hatfooting. Six short teeth join the twelve points to increase your security on
rough ice. The Rislan sole eliminates dangerous snow build-up'. And so on; big claims which
one hopes are to some extent substantiated, since the traditional crampon strap is not the
most convenient piece or equipment. Being able to remove or fit one's crampons more
rapidly than is normally possible would be a great advantage in many situations.

Double/single boots Kastinger have produced a boot which can be used either as a double
boot, when it is light enough and warm enough to be used as a technical boot at high altitude,
or as a single boot, by removing the inner and replacing it with a special footbed that takes up
the space normally occupied by the inner boot. The boot can thus also be used for
moul1taineering where extreme warmth is not essential. The lightweight design is achieved by
substituting the conventional heavy steel shank with a laminated hardwood insole which
provides rigidity and also makes the boot warmer. The inner boot is made from a special
plastic foam weighing 20z per pair and is claimed to be the warmest material available
101' such an application. Messner used boots equipped with this same material when making
his ascent or Everest wiLilOUI oxygen and on his solo of Nanga Parbat.

Bivouac tent-Brammah I expedition Last year, we published an account by Anthony
Whearon of an expedition to Brammah I, from which 2 members, Duncan Nicholson and
Jonathan Scot! did not ret~rn (AJ 84 103). The party used bivouac tents designed by Scot! and
made by his mother. By nature of a lribute to the 2 lost climbers, we reproduce a secrion of an
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expedition report describing their construction: 'Jon had designed and made a bivi tent for
his Kenya trip, and this year redesigned and produced two Mark 2 versions. Brunel Universiry
gave us the necessary Goretex and Mrs SCOtl kindly sewed it all together. The tent is wedge
shaped, 3ft high sloping down to I ft, with a 6ft by 4ft base. TlIere are doors at both sides in the
shape of an inverted 'V', with tent zips down both sides. Nylon tape is sewn into the top
corners to support the roof and secure the tent in high winds, and was extended through the
top corners into the interior so that the occupants could also be belayed in extreme
conditions. The weight of each tent was only 2!lb, and carrying this weight was a small price
for the comfort we enjoyed on bivouacs. On one occasion we used two fibrel?:lass poles from
the tunnel tent (another tent carried by the expedition) to support the top corners, which was
a marked improvement. The only problem with the tents was the bad condensation initially,
which even the Goretex could not cope with making all our gear wet and rendering the down
sleeping bags useless. However, this was overcome by leaving the doors open to allow a
through draught, or else supporting the roof properly by tying the nylon tape to rocks or
using poles or rucksacks inside the tent. After a little experience we found we could cope with
this and remain dry'.

Portable ski-lift In a country like ours, where snow cover for ski-ing is infrequent and of
variable location from year to year, the person who wishes to make the best use of the little
opportunity available really needs a portable ski-lift. This long felt want has now been catered
for by Briton Engineering Developments Ltd, who are marketing a light-weight portable lift.
'Ski-Where you like-When you like' the brochure proclaims; perhaps they also sell
snow-making machines. It is claimed to be easily carried by 2 people and ready to run in lO
minutes. The quoted price was £598, which in terms of today's price for ski-lift tickets could
be recouped fairly quickly by an enthusiastic individual or more easily by a ski club. The lift is
powered by a 5hp Briggs and Stratton air-cooled engine which will apparently pull 4-6 people
up a 20° slope at about 5mph. The engine weighs 23kg and is supplied with a carrying harness.
The tow rope can be arranged to give runs of 37, 73 or 11 Om respectively and comes complete
with reel, the whole weighing 11 kg. A carrying bag is provided to contain the remaining
equipment which weighs a further lOkg. The complete assembly fits easily into a car boot.

For the climber who has everything We have all experienced the frustration of being unable
to locate vital pieces of equipment when organizing ourselves to go on a climbing trip or
holiday. Piles of gear tend to lie in small heaps in various parts of the house or garage, and
some items may have been misplaced through being used for non-climbing activities since
their last outing, eg a climbing rope employed to tow a friend's car out of a ditch or a sling
and carabiner used to belay oneself while trimming a tree or painting the upper storey. All
problems of this sort can now be put behind one if one follows the example ofHugh McMahen
who writes in Off Belay 43 21 giving his own solution to the equipment storage problem. This
consists of building a 'mountaineering cabinet' shaped like a wardrobe, 7ft x 2ft x 2ft, and
fitted with a wide range of specially designed hooks and shelves in the cupboard itself and on
the oack of the door. Seems a good idea if you have the room for another large piece of
furniture, the time and inclination and some facility with carpenter's tools-full constructional
details are provided. Perhaps part of the trouble is that we all have too much equipment
anyway.

Ice-axe failures Six British climbers unfortunately made the pages of the daily newspapers as
the result of being the subjects of a spectacular helicopter rescue from the N face of the Eiger
at the end of February, after struggling against sub-zero temperatures for 9 daysc One of the 6,
Simon McCartney had the beginnings of frostbite and the whole parry was suffering from
exhaustion, but happily all were able to return home in their van soon after the rescue. A
feature of their attempt, related in a letter by Howard Lancashire (Crag; 1836) was the number'
of ice-axes which failed in use during the 9 days spent on the mountain. The parry had 12
ice-tools between them; 6 broke and one was dropped. Three were Snowdon Mouldings
Curver axes which broke Iin to 2in from the pick end across a tooth, one a new Clog Vulture
hammer, one a Charlet Moser Chamonix hammer and one a Simond hammer. Three broke
while climbing and 3 while preparing bivouac sites. The party were not clear whether the
extreme cold or very hard use were to blame although 4 of the tools broke during the last 3
days which were the coldest of the period. However, by this time they would already have
sustained a lot of hard wear which would no doubt have led to the growth of any incipient
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fatigue cracks that might have been present initially. Undoubtedly ice-axes have been broken
on many previous occasions on the N face, but this party does seem to have sustained a
particularly high failure rate of very vital pieces of equipment, being reduced eventually to 5
axes among 6 climbers. One assumes that this was an above-average failure rate-we would
be glad to hear of the experiences of other parties in analogous situations.

Labelling system for British made-up textile products Many of the tents and garments now
arriving in increasing numbers from E Asia are said to be made from materials degradable by
sunlight. Tent walls and groundsheets are permeable and general construction unsatis
factory. Moreover in most cases there is no redress from the retailer or reference back to the
manufacturer. Tent and awning manufacturers in this country who are members of the
Made-up Textiles Association (MUTA) have decided to promote their British-made products
with an approved symbol so that the public will know when they are buying a reliable item.
This mark will eventually appear on all tents, sleeping bags and other textile camping
products manufactured in Great Britain by approved suppliers. Quality assurance will be
provided through the Association, which will deal impartially with all customer disputes.

The large tent-making industry in France is said to have collapsed almost completely
during the last few years; urgent action is needed from all of us to prevent the same fate
overtaking Britain's manufacturers.

Science Notes
Tom Connor and Edward Pyatt

1979

Santorini 'In the late Bronze Age sometime between 1500 and 1450 BC a paroxysmal
explosive eruption of the volcano Santorini took place in the Aegean Sea. Many scientists now
link the rapid decline of the Minoan Civilisation centred on Crete with destructive eHects of
this catastrophic eruption. The geological record indicates that one or two eruptions of
comparable magnitude may occur every thousand years. In our present-day world with its
rapidly expanding population and economy the catastrophic effect of such an eruption
occurring today should be seriously considered'. The above is a summary of a paper by R. S.
J. Sparks in Endeavour, 1979. In the last decade the site of Akrotiri on Santorini, buried and
preserved beneath volcanic ash ejected at the eruption, has been excavated and much new light
thrown on this subject.

The caldera formed by the collapse of the volcano after eruption measured 8 x II km and
is 8m deep. The eruption was a Plinian type and perhaps as much as 50km' of material
(compared with 5km' from Krakatoa) was ejected. Tsunamis (tidal waves) were almost
certainly generated which would have had a devastating effect on shipping along the N coast
of Crete, while it is probable that water, fed into the atmosphere when sea water entered the
magma chamber, fell in catastrophic rain storms.

There have been some historical eruptions worse than Santorini. 30,000 years ago there
was 140km' of ejection from an eruption near the Bay of Naples, forming a layer tens of
metres thick over 6000km' of S Italy. The greatest-known occurred on Sumatra 75,000
years ago when 1000km' of magma were ejected in 2 weeks-the largest volcanic crater in the
world, the Toba caldera, was formed measuring 35 x 100km.

An eruption even on the scale of Santorini would have serious effects today, particularly if
it occurred near a big food-producing area. There might also be serious short-term effects on
global climate (Krakatoa caused 0·5cC temperature drops for 2 years).

Mount Etna Whereas Santorini made the news many hundreds of years BC, Etna is still doing
so today, although fortunately in a less-spectacular way. However, 1979 was a bad year for
those living near the mountain. An eruption in August/July destroyed a number offarmhouses
and many acres of vineyards and threatened the nearby village of Fornazzo: on 12 September,
9 tourists were killed by a sudden explosion at the Bocca Nuova crater which had been
dormant for many years. Etna has had an eventful record of recent activity (the last eruption
was in 197 I and there was· activity in 1965 and 1956) and a significant characteristic is the
continual change in configuration of the craters over the years. New craters appear from time
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